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THE POLITICAL POSITION
OF STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS IN 1860 AND 1861.
During the year 1860 and until June 1861 when Mr. Douglas
died a great conflict was impending in our nation. There is good
reason to think that the minds of - the leaders of* the country were
in a more unsettled state then, ; t hfcn . when the war cloud had finally
burst. After hostilities had begun the issue was before the country
and there was nothing to do but to fight. Before the conflict had
actually been precipitated many • of the most patriotic men feared
to act lest they should bring on the struggle, and as a- result
there were many who were- very loth to act or to make any assertions.
There were those who felt that if they kept silent and allowed the
South' to bring on the struggle there would be less responsibility
on their shoulders. They felt too if the struggle did- come they
could enter it for the defense of the Union with much more reason
if they were forced to do so. There -were many men of patriotic
motVves who feared to acty and there were' others who did not act
because of conservative feelings. In such a period of suspense,
even the wisest and most conscientious were liable to err, and -
therefore a great deal of caution must be used in rendering judg-
ment upon the acts of any man. For the above reasons it is indis--
pensable that we make a brief- study of Mr. Douglas' career previ-
ous to 1860 in order to appreciate his position at that time.

2.
After Mr. Douglas was admitted to the bar at the age of
twenty-one, his rise was very rapid. He began the practice of law
at Jacksonville, Illinois. In 1835, when he was only twenty-two
years of age he was elected to the office of States Attorney (1)
as a result of some sharp political intrigues. In 1836 he was sent
to the State legislature by the Democratic party of his district.
During the presidential campaign of 1836 he did very aggressive
work for the 'Van Buren party. He made two hundred and seven speeches
and showed himself to be- a political leader of no mean ability, and a
was rewarded the next year by being made register of the land of-
fice at Springfield, Illinois, by President Van Euren. During this
period he spent most of his time in politics. Very little time did
he spend poring over his law books. He spent his time in discus-
sing party organizations and in trying to perfect the Bemocratic
organization in Illinois. He was always a firm believer in party
machinery and much of his own success and the success of his party
in Illinois was due to his efficient work along these lines. In
1838 he was defeated for congressman by only, five votes in a poll
of thirty-six thousand. In 1840 he was made Secretary of the State
of Illinois, and in 1841 he was elected Judge of the Supreme Court
of his State. This was just seven years after the same court had
granted him license to practice law. The Democrats of the district
sent him to the lwwer house of Congress in 1843. Here he served
three terms in succession but was not very active.-
In 1847 he was elected to the United States Senate and with
his entry into that body began his career as a national politi-
cian. He introduced the bill into the Senate on April 18, 1848
( 1 ) Sheahan p. 21.
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which resulted in the land grants made to the Illinois Central
Railroad Company. The construction of the road at once followed
and a rapid development of the region which it traversed took place.
In 1848 he introduced a scheme into Congress for extending the
Missouri Compromise line to the Pacific Ocean. This measure failed
and the question which Mr. Douglas thought to settle had to lpe
adjusted by the Compromise of 1850. He supported the Compromise
in all its measures and la ? ored hard for its passage. The fugitive
slave provision was bitterly opposed especially in Chicago. Public
meetings were held denouncing those who had voted for it, and a
resolution was passed urging the people to pay no heed to the meas-
ure. Douglas succeeded,, in a very stirring speech in Chicago, in
vindicating himself and in quieting the feeling at that place. (1)
In 1854 Mr. Douglas introduced the Kansas-Nebraska Eill into
Congress. The main idea of the bill was the one for letting the
people of any territory decide for themselves whether they would
have slavery within their limits or not. The passage of the bill
was a virtual repeal of the Missouri Compromise. Douglas has been
accused of working for the support of the South in the coming
contest for the nomination as President when he introduced this
bill. The conflict which preceded the passage of the Bill in Cong-
ress was perhaps one of the most stiprjBy which had transpired up
to that time. Douglas was the main supporter of the Jill from
the time it entered Congress till it had passed and he showed him-
self worthy of the title of THE LITTLE GIANT.
The passage of this act created a strong anti-Douglas feeling
in the North. This was a hard blow to the Douglas party in 1854.
( 1 ) Rhodes vol . I p. 197.
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Lincoln was coming into prominence in Illinois and no doubt under-
stood the situation as well as any other man in the Nation. He
denounced the Kansas-Nebraska Act and gave strong and plain argu-
ment against it. Douglas was extremely troubled and offered to
desist from speaking during the rest of the campaign if Lincoln
would do the same. Mr. Douglas said Lincoln's speeches were causing
him more trouble and anxiety than all those uttered in the Senate
during the passage of the Bill- ( 1 ) Mr. Douglas was a firm supporter
of the Dred Scott decision and maintained that there was no incon-
sistency between that and his popular Sovereignty doctrine. (2)
When the Lecompton constitution for Kansas was brought forward
Mr. Douglas was one of its most stern opponents. The main idea of
this document was "that the right of property was before and higher
than any constitution. Slaves and their increase are not different
from other property in this respect." The promoters would therefore
have admitted Kansas without giving the people the right to say
whether they would habe slavery or not. (3) Mr. Douglas stood firmly
by his principle of Popular Sovereignty. The Lecompton scheme
was upheld by the Administration and by both Notthern and Southern
Democrats, but Mr. Douglas headed a revolt from the belief of his
party and caused much excitement by the bold stand he took. (4)
In the Senate, December 9, 1857 he made a very fiery speech against
the measure. He said he regarded it as a "trick, a fraud upon the
rights of the people. "(5) . He seemed sincere in his opposition
but has been accused of working for personal ends, having the
Presidency in view. His opposition caused much contention in the
(1) Rhodes vol. II p. 70. (2) ibid p. 265.
(3)ibid. p. 285. (4) ibid. p. 285
(5)ibid. p. 287.

Democratic Party and he was completely severed from influence with
the Administration.
In 1858 Mr. Douglas made it xnown that he would be a candi-
date for re-election to the United States Senate, subject to the
action of the Illinois legislature the following year, Abraham Lin-
coln had taken the field as a candidate for the Republican Party.
In a speech at Springfield when he announced his candidacy he first
uttered his house-divided-against-itself doctrine. The essence
of this theory was that the Nation could not long exist half
glave and half free. It mtst become all slave or all free. A severe
criticism of this theory by Mr. Douglas led to the Lincoln-Doug-
las debates. The debates were seven in number. There was one in
each congressional district except those containing Chicago and
Springfieldg Both of the men had made speeches in these districts
before the rebates were arranged for.
In the debate at Freeport on August 27th the speakers took
to catechising each other. One of Lincoln's questions brought forth
what has since been known as Douglas' Freeport doctrine. The
question wasyCan the people of any United States Territory in any
lawful way against the wishes of any citizen of the United States
exclude slavery from its limits prior to the formation of the State
constitution?" (1) It was necessary for Mr. Douglas to be consist-
ent tc reconcile his idea of popular^Sovereigaty with the Dred
Scott decision, his reply was as follows. "It matters not what
way the Supreme Court may hereafter decide as to the abstract
question whether slavery may or may not go into a territory under
( 1 ) Rhodes 2:327.

the constitution; the people have a lawfdl means to introduce it or
to exglude it as they please, for the reason that slavery can not
exist for a day or for an hour anywhere unless it is supported by
local police regulations. Those local police regulations can only
be established by the local legislatures; and if the people are
opposed to slavery they; will elect representatives to that body
who by unfriendly legislation will effectually prevent the intro-
duction of it into their midst. If on the cont rary. they are for
it their legislation will favor its extension. Hence no matter what B
tHfe decision of the Supreme- Cayurt may be on that abstract question,
'
still the right of the people to make a slave territory or a free
territory is perfect and complete under the Nebraska Bill . " (1)
This put Mr. Douglas in favor with the Northern Democrats
and virtually secured his election, (2) but it was a blow at the
possible union of the Northern and Southern Democrats. The result
of the election gave Mr. Douglas a majority of eight in the legis-
lature. It was his personal popularity that saved him as the Repub-
lican State ticket was elected. (3) Many of Lincoln's personal
friends affirmed that the declaration of his house- divided -against-
itself theory had caused his defeat. Outside of Illinois the interest
in the struggle was entirely with Mr. Douglas as Lincoln was little
Known. The speeches were published in the Chicago papers and many
of them found their, fay into the St. Louis and Cincinnati^ and inter-
est in Lincoln gradually increased. Every one at the No rt I watched
the contest with respect and interest except the Administration.
(1) Rhodes 2:328. (2) ibid,
i <3) Rhodes 2:339.

The President and his party did not care for a thorough discussion
of the issues before the country. The Washington Union, the organ of
the Administration, called Mr. Douglas a renegade and Lincoln a
shallow empiric, an ignorant pretender, or a political knave and
the two a pair of depraved blustering, mischievous, low-down dem-
agogues. (I) Since Mr. Douglas won the prize it was usually
thought that he had the best of the debates but in 1860 when they
were published in book forp a mature r judgment felt that Lincoln
had the best of this dialectic contest. (2)
February 23, 1859, a debate occurred in the Senate which sho^&f
clearly the breach between the wings of the Democratic Party.
The debate came over an appropriation bi 1 1 probably introduced for
the purpose of bringing to light the real question at issue between
Northern and Southern Democrats. During the debate Mr. Douglas made a
stirring argument in support of his Popular Sovereignty theory and
Ms Freeport Doctrine. Jefferson Davis took the floor against
Mr. DOuglas. Al lunderstood where Mr. Douglas stood, bit they were
trjiing to find out which way the other Northern Senators were in-
clined. Mr. Douglas in reply to a charge from Brown of Mississippi
said "The Senator from Mississippi says if I am not willing to
stand in the Party on his platform I can get out. Allww me to
inform him that I stand on the platform and whoever jumps off
must get out of the Party. " (3) Davis held that it was the duty of
Congress to protect slavery in the territories whether the people
wished it or not, while Mr. Douglas held firmly to his Popular
(1) Rhodes 2:342 (2) ibid. 2:243
(3) ibid. 2:356.
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Sovereignty Doctrine and to the Dred Scott Decision.
In the September number of the Harpers' Magazine, Mr. Doug-
las published an article under the head of "Popular Sovereignty
in the Territories". ( 1 ) This was a very labored essay and unlike
his speeches. It lacked the life and force which they contained.
Mr. Douglas maintained that it was just as absurd that congress
must protect slavery in the territories as it was that the same
body could prohibit it. (2) He said that it was not impossible that
there was something in Lincoln's and Seward's theories and that
we might become an "entirely slave-holding nation". (3) He de-
fended the Kansas-Nebraska Act and declared that the argument of
the Southern Democrats was a new innovation in their party creed.
Whatever Mr. Douglas had -.'one before he now clearly stood for prin-
ciple and not for political preferment. A veritable war of pam-
phlets followed the lead set by Mr. Douglas, and none were more
bitter than those of the Administration Party.
Mr. Douglas laid the blame for the John Erown Raid upon the
house-divided-against-itself-doctrine of Lincoln and the irrepres-
sible conflict doctrine promulgated by William H. Seward. Jefferson?
Davis was especially severe in his condemnation of the raid and
really took sides with Mr. Douglas. Lincoln and Seward both con-
demned the action taken by John Brown but they thought it showed
where the conf-lict was leading to. Sectional strife became the only
theme now, both in and out of congress, Mr. Douglas said in a speech
on January 12, 1860 addressed to the Southern Senators. "I am not
seeking the nomination,'! am willing to take one probiding I can
assume it on principles that I belive to be sound, but in the
(1) Harpers' Magazine 19:519. (2) ibid. (3) ibid.
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event of your making a platform that I could not conscientiously
execute i n good faith i £ I were elected, I will not stand upon it
and be a candidate,
_
I have no grievances and neither
have I any concessions. I have no abandonment of position or prin-
ciple; no recantation to make to any man or body of men on earth."
(1) He was referring here to his belief on the slavery question.
Later the same day he said, " My belief is that congress has no
power over the subject of slavery in the states or in the organ-
ized Territories of the United States, nor over any other munic-
ipal regulation, by fair interpretation of the constitution. "'2$
Mr. Douglas introduced a resolution in the Senate for the
suppression of riots being started in one state against the insti-
tutions of another
.
State , and said in a speech he made when Re-
senting the resolution, "The great principle which underlies the
organization oof the Republican Party is violnt, i rreconci leable
,
eternal warfare upon the institution of American slavery with a
view to its ultimate extinction throughout the land; sectional
war is to be waged till the cotton fields of the South shall be
cultivated by free labor, or the rye fields of New York and Mas-
sachusetts shall be cultivated by slave labor," A little farther
along in the same speech he said," The creed of the Republican
Party rests upon the theory that there must be UNIFORMITY in the
domestic institutions and the internal polity of the several States
of this Union. There in my opinion is the fundamental error upon
whicn the whole system rests. In the Illinois canvass I asserted
and now repeat that uniformity in the domestic institutions of
the different States in neither possible or desirable. "(3) In the
(1) Rhodes 2:430 <2) .gong. Globe Jan. 12, 1860.
(3; Cong. Globe Jan. 23y i860
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running debate which followed the speech Mr. Douglas said "I hold
that slavery is a question of political economy , to be determined .
by soil, by climate, by production, by sel f-interest
,
'and hence
the people to be affected by it are the most impartial jury to
try the fact whether their interests require them to have it or
not." (1) From this time till his death Mr. Douglas neVer let. an
opportunity slifi to emphasize his theory of congressional non-
interference with slavery.
One might think from the following remark that Mr. Douglas had
f
very little sympathy for the negro, He said, "'I am free to say here,
that in my opinion, this government was made by the white men,
on a white basis, for the benefit of the white man and their poster-
ity forever, and should be administered by white men and by none
other whatsoever,- — I would not let one negro,
either vote or hold office anywhere , where I had the right
under the constitution to present it." (2) But a remark which .r •
made to a frierid in Chicago not long after this will explain what
ie meant. In speaking of the constitutional liberty of the people
of the United States he said he considered it one of the most
valuable inheritances of the American but feared it could not
be maintained if the negroes were emancipated and ended by saying
"I consider our constitutional liberty of more value to humanity thai
the whole black' race." (3)
The agitation in congress during the winter of 1859 and 1860
had wrought the whole country up to a bery high pitch of excitement.
The dissensions in the Democratic Party betokened a sectional divi-
(1) Congressional Globe Jan. 23, i860. L2) ibid, Jan. 29. I860.
(3) G.M.McConnell of the Chicago Chronicle in a letter to the
writer Feb. 8, 1900.
,

n.
sion when it came time to nominate a candidate for the Presidency.
The Democrats of the free States were united in their support of
Mr. Douglas for this place of honor. Twice before had his friends
tried to secure a nomination for him. In 1852 he had been beaten
by Franklin Pierce and in 1856 James Buchanan had defeated him.
It is worthy of notice that on both of these occasions Mr. Douglas
had withdrawn his name from the convention as soon as one of his
opponents had a majority o r the votes of the assembly. This would
seem to indicate that he did not believe in the two-thirds ma-
jority rule of Democratic Nominating Conventions. The Democratic
platform of 1856 contained a paragraph in su^rrt of Mr. Douglas 1
Popular Sovereignty Doctrine. This was pleasing to Mr. Douglas
al 1
and he supported the issue witn\nis power. He raised a large sum
of money (1) for campaign purposes and even took the stump in
support of Buchanan. In 1860 Mr. Douglas claimed to stand for the
same principles he had supported in 1856 and was willing to ac-
cept the Democratic nomination on a platform which indorsed his
beliefs. To the South Seward and his irrepressifele-conflict theory
were no more distasteful than Douglas and his Popular Sovereignty
Doct rine.
The Democratic Convention met at Charleston en April 23 and
the leaders who went there realized that a conflict was aljnost
inevitable. The delegates from the North and West stood almost
solid for Mr. Douglas anh would have no one else, and he would
not accept the nomination unless the platform adopted, contained
his idea of Popular Sovereignty. The South wished at least the
( 1 ) Rhodes 2: 170.
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privilege of making the platform or of naming the candidate.
They were-, however, unwilling to make any platform theirs, which
Mr. Douglas would accept. The committee on resolutions, 'composed i
of one member from each of the states, could not agree and after
five days of discussion made a majority and a minority report.
The majority reported in Tabor of protecting slavery in the ter-
ritories while the minority declared the principles of theDemocrat-
ic Party to be Popular Sovereignty and a strict following of the
rulings of the Supreme Court. (1) The delegates from the South
would have no such principles unless they could name the candi-
date and the northern delegates would have no one but Mr. Douglas.
On April 30 a vote was taken on the reports and that of the minor-
ity was adopted by a vote of one hundred and sixty-five to one
hundred and thirty-eight. (2) This result caused the delegates front
the South to withdraw from the convention. The delegates from
Alabama led off arq those from Mississippi, Louisiana, South
Carolina, Florida, Texas, Arkansas soon followed. Those delegates
who remained decided that not less than two-thirds of the whole
number of delegates should nominate, and after four days of bal-
lot tiling and no one receiving this majority they agreed to adjourn
and meet in Ealtimore on June 18.
When the convention met again, at Baltimore the breach was wide
-
as ever between the two factions of the party. A new quarrel took
place as to whether the Douglas delegates from Alabama and Lou-
isiana should be admitted or not. They were admitted and a new
secession t<nk place. Most of the delegates from Virginia, North
(l)Rhodes 2:447 (2) ibid. 2:450
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Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Maryland withdrew. While this
trouble was going on Mr. Douglas sent a letter from Washington to
a friend of his in the convention, offering to wihdraw if that
would allay the excitement, but no use was made of the letter.
At half a past nine on the day of the disruption Mr. Douglas sent
a telegram to Dean Richmond containing the same information but
that was not made public either. (1) When it came to a vote Mr.
Douglas was nominated on the first ballot. This showed very plainly
where the Democrats at the North stood. They were in entire accord
with Mr. Douglasr and fjis views as to the constitutional rights
of slavery.
The decision in the Democratic Party was the source of much
anxiety to Mr. Douglas. His old ided of strict adherence to
party principles, was still one of his dominant political theo-
ries. This is plainly shown in a letter whicn le addressed to the
Democratic National Committee, ascepting the nomination given to him
at Baltimore. He said "Upon looking into the proceedings of the
conventiony I find that the nomination was made with great unan-
imity, in the presence and with the concurrence of more than two-
thirds of the whole number of delegates, and in exact accordance
with the long establisheu usage of the Party. My inflexible purpose
not to be the candidate nor accept the nomination under any con-
tingency, except as the regular nominee of the National Democratic
Party and in that case only upon con dition that the usages as
well as the principles of the Party should be strictly adhered to,
had been proclaimed for a long time and become well known to the
country. These, conditions having all been complied with, by the
(1) Rhodes 2:475

14.
free and voluntary action of the Democratic masses and their
faithful representaives witlhout any agency, interference, or
procurement on my part. I feel bound in duty and honor to accept
the nominat i onV ( 1
)
As much as Mr. Douglas abhoired the split in his party, and
as much as he was. irritated by the Southern leaders he still
and his country had most to dread » and therefore the one to be
defeated if possible. During the campaign which followed he applied
all his energy to this purpose and about the first of September
he started on a tour of some of the Northern and border States for
the purpose of speech-making hoping thms to help overthrow the
Republican cause. During this tour his attacks were almost all
aimed at Lincoln and his views. He very seldom spent much time dis-
cussing the Breckenridge or Eell candidacy. His speeches usually con-
sisted of an exposition of his own Popular Sovereignty Doctrine
and of attacks upon the house-di videu-against-itsel f theory of
Lincoln and Seward's i rrepress ible^conf 1 ict idea.
Although bitterly opposed to the foundation principles o
"
the Republican Party he did not like the spirit manifested toward
Lincoln anu his party by the South. Mr. Douglas argued, no matter
what man was elected as President, so long as it was legally done,'
could give & reason for rebellion or secession. He maintained
if a President over-stepped his power there was. a wonst i tut ional
way of getting rid of him. He said "Although I am Mr. Lincoln's most
bitter rival, I will nevertheless stand by him in the execution of
his functions as President in case he is elected. " (2) At Norfolk
(1) New York Times, June 50, 1860. (2) ibid. Sept. 15, 1860.
looked upon the Republican Party headed
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I Virginia he was asked if he would use force in executing the laws,
in case the Union was dissolved and he gave a very strong affirm-
ative. (1) On another occasion when speaking of the rights of re-
bellion he said "I hold that any people on earth have an inalien-
able right to overthrow their government by revolution, whenever
the government becomes destructive of the ends and purposes for
which it was established. but I tell you that rev-
olution is never justified until the eyils of submitting to the
laws aoe greater than the horrors of cifril war and disunion. "(2)
The result of the election was an overwhelming victory for
Lincoln. Out of 303 electoral votes he received 180. Mr. Douglas
got 12 7 votes, Bell 39 and Breckenridge 72. (3) Although Mr.
Douglas was last in the list with referenceto electoral votes,'
he was second in number of popular votes. Lincoln led with
1,866,452 Douglas received 1,376,957, Breckenridge got 849,781,
and Bell 588,879.(4) Mr. Douglas only carried one state, 'that
being Missouri and here he got nine of his twelve votes. In New
Jersey there was a grod deal of scratching done and as a result
three Douglas electors werechosen. Mr. Douglas received his
largest popular support from the following saates, New York,
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
and Cal i f ornia . ( 5) In the states named he got oa an average about
four votes to Lincoln's five. The popular support gi^en Mr. Doug-
las must have been very gratifying to him although no comment of
his can be found to that effect. After a short period he resumed
his seat in the Senate December 1, 1860.
(1) New York Times Sept. 7, 1860. (2) ibid. Sept. 13, 1860
(3) Stanwood 324. (4)ibid. (5) ibid.
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Mr. Douglas was a very busy man from Dec. 1, 1860 until the
Senate adjourned in April, 1861. There were many exciting discussions
in congress during this period and he was an active participant in a
all of them. A good deal of time was spent in organizing some of the
western Territories and Mr. Douglas fought hard for his principle
of Popular Sovereignty and it was a source of no small amount of grat
ification to him to have his pet theory recognized in all the ter-
ritorial governments instituted during that period . He made many
speeches during this period and if one may judge from the amount
of time he occupied the floor, and from the hearty support he gener-
ally received from the Northern Democritic Senators they must have
looked upon him as a leader and a sort of spokesman. His most
bitter opponents were the Southern members. He had the good will
of most of the Republicans so far as the reports in the Congres-
sional Globe for this period will indicate.
On January 5, ' 1861 he made an extended speech on the state
of affairs in the Union at that time. This was a carefully prepared
speech. It was nicely worded and logically arranged, and no
doubt can be taken as indicating his position very accurately.
He had given notice to the Senate that he was preparing his speech
and had an hour set for its delivery some days ahead of time. The
following are some of the more important topics touched upon
in the course of the speech:- slavery; the right of secession;
party politics; what might be expected from the coming administra-
-
tion; war; and some means of compromises.
Mr. Douglas had long contended that the discussion of the
slavery question should be abolished from the halls of Congress.
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He stood for non-interference in the subject so far as the Federal
government was concerned. He said on this occasion, " Whenever the
Federal government has attempted to control the slavery question
in our newly acquired territories, alienation of feeling, discord
and sectional strife have ensued; and whenever Congress has refrain-
ed from such inte rf ereace'.y peace, harmony and good will have re-
turned. The conclusion which I draw from, these premises is, that
the slavery question should fre banished forever from the halls
of Congress and the arena of Federal politics fry an irrepressible
constitutional provision". ( 1)
Mr. Douglas was a strong believer in States-rights so far as
local affairs were concerned but he drew the line between State
and Federal powers much sooner than did some of the leaders at
that time. He argued that there was no just, moral or constitutional
grounds which would justify the Southern States in seceding from
the Union. He said in speaking of secession, "1 hold that the elect-
ion of any man, no matter who by the American people according to
the constitution, furnishes no cause, no justification for a dis-
'solution of the Union." The interests of the West and Northwest
were of special concern to Mr. Douglas. He argued against the right
of the South to secede and thus sh it their ports to the people
of the interior. He declared it was not just to the Northwest
to have the Mississippi River closed to their commerce and that
they would never submit to it. It was especially grievous to him
that Texas should secede and he said with reference to this point:
"It was^ during my service in Congress one of my duties to take an
active part in the annexation of Te.<as; and at a subsequent session
(l)This and the following quotations are taken from the aopendix
of the Congressional Globe, ?6th Congress, pp. 55-42.
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to write and introduce a bill which made Texas one of the States of
the Union. Out of the annexation grew the War with Mexico in which
we expended a hundred million dollars, and were left to mourn the
loss of about ten thousand as gallant men as ever died upon the
battle field for the glory and the honor of their country! We have
since spent millions of money to protect Texas from her own Indians;
to establish forts and fortifications to protect her frontier
settlements and to defend her against the assaults of all enemies
until she was able to protect herself. We are now called upon to
acknowledge that Texas has a justi moral and constitutional right
to rescind the action of admission into the Union; repudiate her
ratification of the resolutions of annexation; seize the forts and
public buildings which have been constructed with our money; ap-
propriate the same to our use* and leave us to pay the one hundred
million dollars and to mourn the death of the brave men who sac-
rificed their lives -in defending the integrity of her soil. In
the name of the seven thousadd gallant spirits from
Illinois, who fought bravely upon every battle field of Mexico I
protest against the right of Texas to withdraw from the Union with-
out our consent."
The idea of a settlement by compromise was never absent from
Mr. Douglas' mind until after war had actually begun. He warmly
supported the Crittenden amendment which was proposed during the
winter. The gist of this idea was to run a line across the conti-
nent from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean south of
which there should be slavery and notth of which slavery should
be prohibited. It was proposed to draw this line near to where
the old Missouri Compromise line had been. On this occasion Mr.
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Douglas said, "Why can not you Republicans Accede to the re -estab-
lishment and extension of the Missouri Compromise line? You have
sung poems enough in its praise and have uttered imprecations and
curses enough on my head for its repeal, one would think to justify
you now in claiming a triumph by its re-establishment."
Mr. Douglas always had had a profound respect for Mr. Lincoln
At the close of the joint debates in 1858 he had paid the new
President a very high compliment, saying he was a very able and con
scientious man and that there was not a man in the Senate whom
he would net sooner encounter in debate than Lincoln, and argued
that he understood the issues before the country better than any
other man in the Republican Party and as he was so scrupulously
honest no part of the Union had anything to fear from him. Mr.
Douglas said in the course of the above speech "I take great pleas-
ure in saying that I do not believe the rights of the South will
materially suffer under the administration of Mr. Lincoln."
In another part of the speech he said, "We are told ttiat the
authority of the government must be vindicated; that the Union mus
be preserved; that rebellion must be put down; that insurrection
must be suppressed and the laws enforced, I agree to all of this,
I am in favor of doing all these things according to the constitu-
tion and the laws. No man will go farther than I to maintain the
just authority of the government, to preserve the Union, to put
down rebellion, to suppress insurrection and enforce the laws. I
would use all the power conferred by the constitution for this
purpose." A little further on he said, "Are we prepared for war?
I do not mean that kind of preparation which consists of armies
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j
and navies and supplies and munitions of war; but are we prepared
in our hearts for war with our own brethren, and kindred? I confess
I am not. While I affirm that the constitution was intended to be
and is a bond of perpetual Union; while I utter no word or do no
act that will acknowledge or countenance the right of secession;
while I affirm the right and duty of the Federal government to use
all legitimate means to enforce the laws, put down rebellion and
suppress insurrections, I will not meditate war nor tolerate the
idea until every effort at peaceful adjustment shall have been
exhausted and the last ray of hope shall have deserted the patri-
ot's heart. Then and not then will I determine what course my duty
to my country may require me to pursue, in such an emergency, In
my opinion war is disunion, certain, inevitable, irrevocable. I am
for peace to save the Union." There is no doubt of the patriotic moi
tives that prompted Mr. Douglas to utter the above sentiments.
He clearly stood for the enforcement of all the rights of the
Federal government which the constitution conferred upon it, but
his hesitation which is shown where he says,' I will nod determine
what course I am to pursue until every possible means of securing
pease has been exhausted' is somewhat characteristic of his atti-
tude during the last two months of the session of Congress under
discussion. Ke continually urged the idea of a peaceful settlement
and argued against preparation for war despite the fact that the
South was making the most active preparation for the coming struggla
Mr. Douglas from this time forward, continually urged that
those who loved their country should forget party lines in the
impending danger and try to save the Union from the perils which
surrounded it. After war had actually begun he urged his countrymen
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to forget party and to fight for the safdey of their government.
In this speech he said, "I repeat what I have said on another
eccasion that if I know myself my action will be inffluenced by
no partisan consideration, until we shall have rescued the cotmtry
from the perils ^hat now environ it." And near the close of the
speech he further remarked, "Are wb to be told that we must not
do our duty to our country lest we injure the party; that no com-
promise can ^e effected without violating the party platform upon
which we were elected? Better that all party platforms be scattered
to the winds; better that all political organizations be broken
up; better that every public man and politician in America be con-
signed to political martyrdom, than that the Union be destroyed
and the country plunged into civil war."
The speech from which the above quotation was taken is a master-
piece of political oratory. It sets forth Mr. Douglas' opinion
of the various questions of the time and" his idea of the constitu-
tional power of the Federal government as no other document of his
which has been presented to us. His Springfield speech of the fol-
lowing April has a greater reputation and has brought more fame to
Mr. Douglas than this one but it does not contain any more sound
political wisdom.
Although Mr. Douglas and President Lincoln were political
enemies on most of the leading questions of the time at the time
of Lincoln's inauguration, they agreed in wishing to save the Union,
and socially they were on the best of terms. Mr. Douglas was present
at the inauguration and was highly pleased with the President's
address. At the inaugural ball Mr. Douglas supported Mrs. Lincoln
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as she entered the hall.(l) This is a proof of the strong friend-
ship between these two men who held such contrary political views.
Mr. Douglas did not confine his remarks on Lincoln's inaug iral
address to those set forth at the time the address was being de-
livered. In the executive session of the Senate on March 6, he made
extended comments on the views of Lincoln as presented in the inau-
gural. Near the close of the speech he said, "I come now to a con-
sideration of another clause in the message which I deem the most
important of all and the key to his policy. I rejoiced wien I read
this declaration and I wish to invite the attention of the Senate
to it especially, as showing conclusively that Mr. Lincoln stands
pledged to that policy whicd will lead to a peaceful solution and
against ey^ry policy whicd leads to the contrary, I will read the
paragraph . "^eil _"The course here indicated will be followed unless
current events and experience, shall show a modification or change
to be proper and in every case and exige.ncy my best discretion
will be exercised according to circumstances actually existing
and with a view and a hope of a peaceful solution of the national
troubles and the restoration of fraternal sympathies and affection.
( 3)
Mr. Douglas spent some time in analyzing and interpreting this
clause and he declared it to mean peace at any cost; peace at any
sacrifice except the Union itself. Further on in the same speech
he said, "I find much cause for hope, for encouragement in his in-
augural. First, his policy will be peaceful, not aggressive; he
will do no act whic^i teitods to collision but will modify his course
always with a view, a hope of peaceful solution; and second, in-
(1) Atlantic Monthly, Aug. 1660. ( 2)Congressional Globe p. M?e.
(5) il?id.

n 7
asmuch as the difficulties arise out of the absence of any express
provision on the slavery question, he will favor such measures as
will enable the people to settle the question, fey an express pro-
vision in the constitution. Now, sir, far be it from me tr intimate
that the President in these recommendations has not been faithful
to the principles of His party, as well as to the honor and safety
of his country. Whatever departures he has made from his party
platform in these recommendations should fee regarded as an evidence
of patriotism and not an act of infidelity. In my opinion if I have
understood the inaugural aright he has sunk the partisan in the
patriot and is entitled to the thanks of all conservative men
to that extent. I do not wish it to be inferred from anything I
have said or failed to say, that I have any political sympathy with
his administration, or that 1 expect any contingency may happen in
which I may be identified with it. I expect to oppose his adminis-
tration with all my power on those great principles which have sep-
arated parties in former times, but on this one question that
of preserving the Union by a peaceful solution of our present dif-
ficulties; that of preventing any future difficulties by an amend-
ment of the constitution such as will settle the question by an ex-
press provision if I understand his true intent and meaning,
I am with him."(l) Could any one have asked Mr. Douglas to do more?
Lincoln had been his most bitter rival; he had k^feated Mr. Douglas
in the greatest contest of the latter's life, and still his patri-
otism; his love of his country, caused him to forget his partisan
feeling and to fly to the support of his rival when that support was
needed to save .the Union. Mr. Douglas did not yet despair of a peace-
(1) Congressional Globe p. 1436.
i — —I
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ful adjustment of the difficulties as is shown by the above quota-
tion. In fact he did not give up the idea until hostilities had
actually begun. We may now well turn to the consideration of another
plan for a peaceful settlement.
On March 13, 1861 Mr. Douglas introduced a resolution into the
Senate proposing to have the Secretary of War make an investigation
into the condition of the Southern fsrts and navies; to find out
just which ones were in actual possession of the United States: by
how many troops such Federal property, was held and how many men it
would take to hold them for the Union and also to protect the Fed-
eral capital. The Secretary of War was to make a report to the Senate
when the investigation was completed. ( 1 ) The motive which prompted
Mr. Douglas to introduce this resolution was rather a strange one.
In the speech he made when he introduced the resolutisn he argued
that the government property in the states whici he had referred to
was in no danger and that no troops were needed to hold these
|
place's or to protect the Federal capital, but the fear that troops
were to be collected and force was to be used was keeping the South
in a hostile attitude. He thought the investigation he proposed
would show that no forces were needed and if such a report was made
to the Senate it would go a long way toward allaying feeling in the
I South. He realized that affairs were becoming desperate and that
something must be done immediately, for further on in the same speech
he said, "In my opinion we must choose and that promptly between one
of three lines of policy, 1 Restoration and preservation of the
! Union by peaceful means, 2 Peaceful dissolution, 3 Dissolution or
subjugation by war 1 prefer an amicable settlement to dis-
ci) Congressional Globe p. 1452.

union; and I prefer it a thousand times to war. If we adopt such
amendments as will be satisfactory to Virginia, North Carolina, Tenn-
essee and the border states, the same plan which will pacify them
will create a Union party in the cotton States which will soon em-
brace a large majority of the peopleof those states and bring them
kack of their own free will and accord, and thus restore strength
and perpetuate the glorious Union forever, M ou can restore
and preserve the Union by this mode, you can do it by no other."(l)
To us, at more than a generation removed from the great Civil War
and in the light of the events which have taken place since Mr.
Douglas' death, it is of course very plain that no such results
could have followed the adoption of Mr. Douglas' resolution or of
a constitutional amendment as he expected. At that time of course it
was not possible to foretell any of the things which came to pass.
Ought we not therefore to exalt Mr. Douglas' fame because of the
heroic and persistent effort he made to save the Union by peaceful
methods, rather than charge him with a lack of political wisdom
because of the failure of the plans he proposed?
After the close of the short session of the Senate Mr. Douglas
left Washington and started for his home in Illinois. He was delayed
at Belair, Ohio because of missing a train. As soon as it was known
that the popular Senator was in town a large crowd collected at his
hotel and began calling for a speech. Finally Mr. Douglas appeared
and made a lengthy. talk. The body of his speech was made up in
discussing the injury which the Northwest would suffer from the se-
cession of the South. He said in closing, "We in the Northwest of
(1) Congressional Globe p. 1457.
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of this great valley can never recogmize the propriety or the right
of the States bordering along the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic
Ocean or upon the Pacific to separate from the Union of our fathers
and establish and erect tax-gatherers and custom-houses upon our
commerce in its pa. sage to the Gulf or the Ocean. If we recognize tie
right in one case we give our assent in all cases. And if the few
States upon the Gulf now are to separate themselves from us -and
erect a barrier across the mouth of that great River of which the 0-
hio is a tributary, how long will it be before New York will come
to the conclusion that she may set herself up and levy taxes upon
every dollar's worth of goods imported and used in the Northwest,
and taxes upon every bushel of wheat and pound of pork and beef,
or other prediction which may be sent from the Northwest to the At-
lantic in searchof a market? The very existence of the people- of
this great valley depends upon maintaining inviolate and forever
that great right secured by the constitution, of freedom of trade,
of transit, of commerce from the center of the continent to the
oceans that surround it. This right can never be surrendered; our
very existence depends upon maintaining it." (1)
The above speech was delivered on April 20. Five days later
Mr. Douglas addressed the Legislature of Illinois at the State cap-
ital. This speech was a plea for patriotism. He appealed to the
people of Illinois and of the northern Mississippi valley .from a
material standpoint. He showed them what a great injury it was
going to be to them to have the southern States secede. The South
proposed to close the Mississippi River to their commerce and to
lay a tax on all vessels passing down it. He showed what a great
(1) Annual Encyclopedia, 1861, p. 286.
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injury this would be to their industry to be thus shut off from com
munications with the sea, and he appealed to them to protect their
interests. He implored both Democrats and Republicans to lay aside
their party creeds and platforms; to dispense with party organi-
zatins and party appeals, to forgetthat they were ever divided
until they had rescued the government from its assailants. His argu
ments were clear, convincing and unanswerable; and his appeals for
the salvation of his country irresistible. He closed with almost an
exact repetition of the passage quoted above from the speech made
in Belair, Ohio.
Among other pithy and patriotic points made by him were these,
"So long as there was a hope of a peaceful solution, I prayed and
implored for compromise. I have spared no efforts for a peaceful
solution of the difficulties. I have failed and there is but one
thing left to do,- to rally around the flag The South has no
cause of complaint Shall we obey the laws or adopt the Mexican
system of war on every election? Forget party all remem-
ber only your country The shortest road to peac^ is the most
tremendous preparation for war It is with a sad heart and a
grief I have never before experienced that I have to contemplate
thiis awful struggle. But it is our duty to protect the r lag
from every assailant be he who he may."(l) On May 1, Mr. Douglas
gave the same speech again in Chigago, almost word for word. He
added one very terse sentence at Chicago; he said, "There are no
neutrals an this war only patriots or t raitors. "(2)
In reference to the relation between John A. Logan and Mr.
(1) Arnold's Lincoln p. 201. (2) Logan's Great Conspiracy p. 264.
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, Douglas the former states in his "History of the Great Conspiracy"
that many gross errors have been made in regard to their relations.
He says they stood on essentially the same grounds and there was
never any such hostility between them as is reported and that even
after Mr. Douglas" return to Illinois in April 1861 good will pre-
:
vailed between them. Logan heard the Springfield speech and says he
was in accord with the policy of Mr. Douglas despite the many re-
ports to the contrary. Logan says on the point of their being op-
posed to each other "So far from this fceing the case the truth isl-
and it is here mentioned in part to bring out the interesting
point that had he lived Douglas would have been no idle spectator of
the great war that was about to be waged that when Douglas
visited Springfield Illinois to make that great speech in April 1861
the author went there also to see and talk over with him the grave
situation of affairs not only in the nation generally but particulap-
ly in Illinois and on that occasion Mr. Douglas said to him sub-
stantially 'The time has now arrived when a man must be either for
or against his country. Indeed so strongly do I feel thus, and that
further dalliance with this question is useless that I shall myself
take steps to join the army and fight for the maintenance of the
Union', To this the writer replied that he was equally well con-
vinced that each and every man must take his stand and that he also
proposed at an .early day to raise a. regiment and draw the sword in
defense of the Union. -There had been in fact all along a
substantial accord between Douglas and the writer. "(1) There are
many rumors of a disagreement between Mr. Douglas and Logan and of
the latter's accusing Mr. Douglas of being a deserter of the Dem-
(1) Logan's Great Conspiracy, p. 270.
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ocratic Party of which they were both members at that time, but as
it has not ieen possible to verify any of these rumors we are led
to believe that the above statements of General Logan are essential-
ly tie "acts in the case.
The speech at Chicago on May 1, was the last one Mr. Douglas
ever made. He was soon after taken sick and never recovered. On
May 10 he wrote a letter to Virgil Hecox, Chairman of the State
Democratic Committee, which is so expressive of Mr. Douglas' views
that it is thought well to give it here. It was as follows,
-
"Chicago, May 10, 1861.
My Dear Sir:- Eeing deprived of the use of my arms for the pieseat
by a severe attack of the rheumatism I am compelled to avail myself
of the services of an amanuensis in reply to your two letters.
It seems that some of my friends are unable to comprehend
arguments used in favor of an equitable compromise, with the hope
of averting the horrors of war, and those used in support of the
governmen + and "lag of our country, when war is being waged against
the United States with the avowed purpose of producing a disruption
of the Union and a total destruction of its government. All hope
of a compromise with the cotton States was abandoned when they as-
sumed the position that the separation of the Union was complete and
final, and that they would never consent to a reconstruction
in any contingency-- not even ii we would furnish them a blank
sheet of paper and permit them to inscribe their own terms. Still
the hope was cherished that reasonable and satisfactory terms of
adjustment could fee agreed upon with Tennessee, North Carolina and
the border States, and whatever terms would prove satisfactory to
1
'
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these loyal States would create a Union Party in the Southern
States which would be powerful enough at the ballot-box to destroy
the revolutionary government and bring those States back into the
Union by the voice of their own people. This hope was cherished
by Union men both North and South and was never abandoned until
actual war was levied at Charleston, ' and the authoritative announce-
ment made by the revolutionary government at Montgomery that the
secession flag would be placed on the Capitol at Washington, and
a proclamation issued inviting t tie pirates of the world to prey
upon the commerce of the United States.
These startling facts in connection with the announcement
that the ravages of war and carnage should be quickly transferred
from the cotton fields of the South to the wheat fields and corn
fields of the North, furnish conclusive evidence that it was the
fixed purpose of the Secessionists utterly to destroy the govern-
ment of our fathers and obliterate the United States from the map
of the world.
In 5?iew of this state of racts there is but one path of duty
left to patriotic men. It was not a party question nor a question
involving partizan policy; it was a question of government or no
government, country or no country and hence it became the imperative
duty of every Union man, every friedd of constitutional liberty,
to rally to the support of our common country, its government and
flag, as the only means of checking the progress of revolution and d
preserving the Union of the States.
I am unable to answer your question in respect to the fiolicy
of Mr. Lincoln and his cabinet. I am not in their confidence as

1j/ou and the whole country ought to be aware. I am neither the sup-
porter of the partisan policy nor the apologist for the errors of
the Administration. My previous relations to them remain unchanged;
but I' trust the time will never come when I shall not be willing
to make any needful sacrifice of personal feeling and party policy
for the honor and integrity of my country.
I know of no mode whereby a loyal citizen may so well demon-
strate his loyalty to his country as by sustaining the flag, the
constitution, and the Union under all circumstances, and under
every Administration (regardless of party politics) against all
assailants at .h ome or abroad. The course of Clay and Webster
toward the Administration of General Jackson, in the days of nul-
lification presents a noble and worthy example for all true pa-
triots. At the very moment when the terrible crisis was precip-
itated upon the country, partisan strife between the Whigs and
Democrats was quite as bitter and relentless as now between Dem-
ocrats ancf Republ icans . The gulf which separated party leaders in
those days was quite as broad and deep as that which now separates
the Democracy from the Republicans. But the moment an enemy arose
in our midst, plotting the dismemberment of the Union and the
destruction of the government, the voice of partisan strife was
hushed in patriotic silence. One of the brightest chapters in the
history of our' country will record the fact that during this
eventful period, the great leaders of the opposition, sinking the
partizan in the patriot rushed to the support of the government,
and became its ablest and broadest defenders against all assailants
until the conspiracy was crushed and abandoned, when they resumed
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their former positions as party leaders upon political issues.
These acts of patriotic devotion have never been deemed evi-
dences of infidelity or political treachery on the part of Clay and
Webster, to the principles and organization of the old Whig Party.
Nor have I any apprehension that the firm and unanimous support
which the Democratic leaders and masses are now giving to the
Constitution and the Union will ever be deemed evidences of infi-
delity to Qemocratic principles, or a want of loyalty to the organ-
ization and creed of the Democratic party. If we hope to regain
and perpetuate the ascendency of our party, we should never forget
that a man can not be a true Democrat unless he is a loyal patriot.
With the sincere hope that these my conscientious convictions
may coincide with those of my friends,
I am, very truly, yours,
STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS
.
To Virgil Hecoxj Esq.,
Chairman State Democratic Committee ."( 1
)
This letter is without doubt one of Mr. Douglas' most noble
appeals to the patriotism of his fellow countrymen. He had the rep-
utation of being pre-eminently a speech maker. His flow of language
was easier, more elegant, more lofty when it proceeded from his
tongue than from his pen. His thoughts too seemed more noble and
more inspiring., but this letter seemes to be'an exception to the
rule. It is surely a masterpiece. "It is rendered more valuable
by being the expression of his sentiments in a form which he did not
anticipate would be given to the public; at the same time it was
probably one of the last letters from this distinguished man. "(2)
(l)Annual Encyc lopedia,p . 281. (2) ibid. p. 280.
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Mr. Douglas' health failed rapidly from this period and he
died at his home in Chicago on June 3, 1861, at the age of forty-
eight. "Almost his last coherent words expressed an ardent wish for
the honor and prosperity of his country by the defeat and the
dispersion of her enemies. "(1) We are told, and the evidence seems
reliable, that his last words were a message to his children.
Just before death, "reviving a little he turned easily in his bed
and with his eyes partially cloBed and his hand resting in that of
Mrs. Douglas he said in a low and measured cadence— TELL THEM TO
(g)
OBEY THE LAWS AND TO SUPPORT THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES."
Thus closed a noble life, and could a genuine patriot have left any
more appropriate message to his posterity; to his party; or to
his country than that simple sentence?
The death of Mr. Douglas coming just when it did was looked
upon as little short of a national calamity. It is certain that
the country lost one of its most patriotic sons. It is true that
Mr. Douglas had performed no eminent political service during
1660 and 1861. We can see now that his policy of settlement was
at fault and that none of his ideas in regard to an adjustment of
the slavery question were possible of execution. Not till war was
actually begun did he realize the intensity of the feeling in the
South and not till then did he advocate what oroved to sound otblit-
A F
ical policy. His speech of January 3, 1861 contains a great deal
(1) Annual Encyclopedia p. 280
(2) J.Howard, Jr. in Atlantic Montihly, Aug. 1861; also Rhodes,
111:414.
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of good sound politics, but later developments show plainly that
at that time Mr. Douglas did not understand the situation thor-
oughly. His complete conbersion to the war policy after hostili-
ties had begun and the way in which he supported the war shows
that de was not slow to act when he finally comprehended the sit-
uat ion
.
The enthusiastic popular support which was given to his speech-
es in Ohio, and the one at Springfield and his last at Chicago
proves that the masses at the North and West were in hearty sup-
port of his ideas despite his apparent change of front. The example
he set was a worthy one to be followed by all Democrats in the
North and his influence in uniting his party in the North and
bringing it to the support of the Administration, is doubtless
his greatest service to his Fatherland. We can only regret that
he did not live to help carry out the policy which he so strongly
advocated during his closing days.
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